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Happy Valentine’s Day!

Over the past year, we have read a multitude of incredible works, and we are excited to

present this issue of Valentine’s Day themed writing. During this time, we realized that any

prompt is versatile and the responses we get will be varying. So, we wanted to see how different

writers would interpret a theme that involved love. For this issue, we asked you to send us your

best work featuring love, heartache, and whatever you find in between, and you delivered!

We hope you enjoy the work featured here. We hope that you enjoy your Valentine’s Day,

whether it is with a partner, some friends, your family, or on your own. We hope that this issue

of Duck Duck Mongoose encourages you. We hope you laugh and cry along with us. Most of all,

we hope that you will continue to join us on this journey into the literary world as we learn and

grow.

Happy Valentine’s Day, and best wishes to all of you!

Best,

Bethany and Emma

Editors

Duck Duck Mongoose Magazine
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No Valentine

I don’t need a Valentine. Thank you very much.

I need someone stronger than that.

Someone who is not afraid of my neuroses

Because he’s already been through these.

Someone who is not always ready to combat

All my thoughts and wants.

Someone who is not enraged by my silence

And doesn’t see it as an act of defiance.

Someone who appreciates being given space

Instead of a fake embrace.

Someone who won’t pry ‘Why do you cry?’

But just sit with me and stare at the sky.

You see, I need someone who can read between my words

To grasp all the meanings of the verbs

And turn them into simple verses

That only I can make sense of.

So, I’m sure you’re a nice guy

But I don’t need a Valentine.

Adriana Mucea
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The L word

I waited so long for you to say it.

I only wanted to hear it once. Even as a whisper.

No flowers. No chocolates in a heart-shaped box.

Your lips stayed silent.

So, I said: I’m leaving.

Adriana Mucea
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Daylight Dreams

My Open Heart found himself on a comely planet

constant starlit night gave quivering grass its moonsheen

the traveler fell in love with me at once,

Dearly beloved, we are gathered together,

I whispered softly under the stars,

our fingers waded through sand, raking through grains,

the wall of water answered the moon’s call.

We watched in silence,

True Friend my heart whispered,

my Love, your voice is soft and sweet,

little things such as these,

our everyday words fluttered in the wind like fireflies,

You and me, side by side is Home.

Shooting stars whistled through the night,

hit their mark, exploded burning bright.

Aislinn Feldberg
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Colour of Life

Though I have been quiet a little while

My pen has not run dry

I've used it still on other things

To try and bring us joy.

For it is with joy my pen is filled

And you the well to which I turn 

Knowing that we'll together build

A place where we can always learn.

                                    

I search with you for endless time

To find not only words to rhyme

But ways to write between the lines 

Freeing our thoughts to climb and climb.

These thoughts are built on dreams we share

Which demonstrate how much we care

and to each other our souls laid bare

With truth we find a love that's rare.

From you I've learned to laugh and cry

And every tear is filled with joy

That we can share when we are near

Apart we know we need not fear.

                                       

For I've found new joy in recent times               

And sense I've reached the rainbow's end

Now you have placed your pens with mine and  

Shared them like no other friend

                                 

You've shown me colours I did not know

That in the dark appear to glow

And lead us where we need to go

A place where thoughts will surely grow.

Who knows the colour of our dreams

Careering along a fast flowing stream

Where skies are blue and hills are green

When I am king and you are queen.

Daithí Kearney
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Don’t Forget

Lately I can't find the time

To write a line of simple rhyme

To you about the things you do

That keep me loving you

It's when you close your weary eyes

Your breathing turns to gentle sighs

That I can get a chance to write

About your ever-shining light

That burns so bright from dawn ‘til dark

Providing others with the spark

That lights the fire of learning, Adding

Fuel to keep it burning

But now I burn the midnight oil

Journeying the extra mile

To write important words to you

‘Remember, I love you’.

Daithí Kearney
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Your Love

Your love is like a beeswarm — if I don’t move, I’ll survive it

Dylan Willoughby
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MANIFESTATIONS FOR A FUTURE SERENADE

My fealty remains to whom calls me a Thracian bard,

fails to remember this boy is a skinny Orpheus

a depiction of Cupid wrapped in the long robe of Zeus.

On our second date she might go on about

her obsession with spittoons and earthenware all night

and I repay this by making her right ear the receiver

of whispers about tulips blooming into their rainbow of colours,

my tongue becoming Aphrodite’s lip.

I might actually miss our first one

on that ice cream truck I feign my love for Maltese puppies

and claim vast knowledge on panic attacks:

a true baller's move , Eros would agree.

She remains the myrrh that flavours my forlorn heart

the protagonist of my unwavering epiphanies.

And when I find her,

I shall serenade her fully with my Argonauts tendencies.

Frank Njugi
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A Heart Submerged

Beneath a man there is a heart submerged.

It wants to breathe; it wants to speak, no air.

It wants someone to know it drowns, to care.

'fore long it learns it is a heart unheard

Of what you want you must not speak a word,

it learned. It says "it is only too fair

If my table were full, there'd be another's

bare. Starve I will, and die I will, unheard."

That is until a lady of lakeside,

inside the water, heard something... thumping?

She casts a line. A lonely heart she meets.

In ocean colored eyes, fresh breath it finds.

She replies to it's poetic pumping,

"Alexandria." The heart skips a beat.

Gabe Jacobs
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Koumpounophobia

When we break up, I start collecting buttons,

Unintentionally filing pockets and the greasy

Gum-clumped bottoms of bags with their muffled

Clatter, drop them click-clacking into all the spaces

You will not reach, let them mix and gather

With clumps of twine, crumpled photographs,

Notes I’ve written to myself and lost. I start

To consider how to dispose of them, their persistent

Plastic, slippery knack for sliding just between

The cracks of the recycling bin and floor, their propensity

For reappearing at the edges of carpets, in the laundry,

In my sheets, making middle of the night white noise

That plays loudly over the sounds of rustling fabric.

They fall out, is the issue. They learn to clutter

Up my life: they take the opportunity to burrow,

Making my apartment a maze of trap doors and

Broken ladders. This, I tell myself, is why

You won’t come back: these bits of shirts

And pants and sweaters turned ward against

Your presence, these shiny, tiny stop signs,

Like snot, you said, that I’ve pulled from

Every sidewalk, every parking lot, every gutter

You might pass: here is my driftwood of devotion

Growing as you’re gone.

Haley Bossé
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When the Universe Was Real

I woke up

to the sound of rain

and your jacket gone from the

chair in the corner of my bedroom.

Your middle name

was a mystery

that didn’t exist,

a thought experiment

with an outcome written

out of every journal,

an empty space

where letters might have been.

I remember

how you echoed

off the brick beneath the cherry

tree, how you listed all the ways

you didn't love me, how I didn’t love you

well enough, how physics is inevitable

and when two objects collide our

attention makes them break.

When the universe was real,

the apples on the tree we climbed

were red and you said

you loved me.

Haley Bossé
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Love Is Home

I would lie if I said I hadn't been influenced by stories on how love is cotton candy and nothing

less, love is linear, love doesn't endure losses on the side, love consists solely of pizza dates

without any outbursts of sadness, God forbid that. And it's like I was sent on a mission to burst

that bubble and show the outcome was way different. Now that I'm hopefully mature, I'd say

love is rock solid, love fights the time and wins, love transforms with age and adapts to it. The

emotion is more complex than what inspirational quotes and pieces of forum advice suggest.

Love collabs in growth with you, swims with you through storm floods and welcomes you with

outstretched arms when you once again make it out alive.

When I complain about my nightmares, love sings me lullabies. Its arms feel like a nest built on

a stable tree branch to let me know it's possible for me to have something to rely on. It assures

me my walls of independence I build to mask everything that doesn't belong to the concept can

have doors after all and let allies in.

I can joke about my past lovers with it and it won't feel threatened (well, maybe just a little bit).

I am cherished by it like that very first snowflake in the winter that did not promise any snow for

the whole season. It is by my side through all the seasons. The rain doesn't make it leave and the

Sun doesn't give it third-degree burns. The other ones confused my warmth for a burdensome

love and put the blame on me for their misunderstanding.

It is not knocked down by trauma or mistreatment, for it knows no one is defined by their

history. It remembers the milestones and dates even when I myself forget or suppress. For my

brain recognizes fulfillment as danger and sends it back into outer space. Love is there to fill the

gaps, create a holy unity, and not because it feels obligated. It just feels that the right thing to do

is to be present without any strings or chains. Its real mission in life is to live its truth and use a

heart in its full capacity. Because love is not a pressure nor a chore.

It feels like home.

It is home.

And you always go back to it, don't you?

Ivana Tubić
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I See

I see

From the way you smile

In the picture without me

That you’ve found

A way to say goodby

That you are writing a different chapter

Ending our story

Yet, I’m still here

Trying to find the words

to get my heart back

Because I believed

We weren’t done writing

A story together

I see

The way you lean into him

Hands intertwined

Yet I wonder does his body fit

The same as mine?

Do you ever dream

Of the nights we made the

Constellations blush

How the wind carried our passion

To paint the sunrise

In colors never imagined

Yet tasted like the way

We said hello

I see

From this picture

You took without me

That I have to write

A new chapter

Knowing your love

Is his story

Jamey Boelhower
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A Rift of Ink - Jennica Jenkins

Why had she let him leave? The lacquered red door stares back, silently judging her.

Curling  up in her favourite armchair, the sea green one from IKEA, Lucy tries to force the

evening out of her mind. It echoes back, bounces off the walls like she's sitting in the centre of a

cave. Her anger, no longer a raging fire fuelled by the moment, has drained away, leaving

scorched footprints on the floor.

Focusing on the plushness of the velvet armrest, on the refreshing Earl Grey leaving

her top lip bedewed, does nothing to distract her. It hadn't even needed to be an argument;

just one of those little things that got away from them both. The way things do when two

people start picking at scabs. Pulling on threads.

"Go, then," the memory of her voice, sharp with things unsaid, "but don't expect your

key to fit the lock when you get back." Had she really said that? She should apologise. Of

course, she should. But he'll be on a flight now, headed for Oslo. Unreachable for the next

few hours. Sighing the weight of the world from her lungs she picks the paperback from the

coffee table, smoothing out the corner that's served as a place holder.

This book is different.

Picked up at a car boot sale for next to nothing; more than a little beaten up. Thumbed

through so often the yellowed pages had started to bend, forming little waves along the edges.
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There are a few pages missing, seemingly torn out, and here and there annotations

have been made. Often the words are a barely legible scrawl, like the writer was in a hurry.

She's read some but they don't make much sense. On one page a whole passage has been

crossed out and instead it just says RUN.

Then, there are the drawings. Most of them are the same, only the angle and size is

different. Hurried sketches of a dark form with an evil mouth and twisted, slender fingers.

Look at the crude lines long enough and you can almost hear the gnashing of its teeth. What

had possessed the previous owner to deface the book like this? Lucy fancied it one of life's

little mysteries never to be solved.

She'd bought a bunch of books from the haggard looking woman with the Skoda.

"I'll throw this one in for 50p." she'd said, waving a nondescript black book in front

of her chest, giving a smile full of yellow teeth and shadowed eyes. Lucy had agreed.

It had sat in her bookcase for a while, as books tend to do, but once she'd started,

she'd found it difficult to put down. As it turned out, the main characters had the same names

as her and her fiancé. Lucy and Blake. The story follows a woman who realises the man in

her home isn't her partner but someone, something, else entirely. Something sinister,
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spreading darkness through their home like a creeping rot. The whole idea is silly. Surely,

you'd recognise your own partner? And yet, Lucy's found herself absorbed by the story.

The knock on the door makes her jump. Had she fallen asleep? Reaching for her phone, the

book tumbles out of her lap landing on the shaggy rug with a soft thud. The screen lights up,

almost 11pm. She doesn't fail to notice there are no new messages. Blake would've landed

ages ago. Maybe this was it? Six years down the drain over some dumb shit that didn't even

matter. The knocking comes again, a little louder, more insistent. Should she answer? It could

be someone who needs help. Or a crazed axe murderer. Both equally plausible.

"Sweetheart, it's me." Blake's voice. Impossible. Nevertheless, true.

Through the peephole all is dark. Flicking the switch yields no result even though she tries it

an unreasonable number of times, just in case.

"I forgot my keys, can you let me in, please?"

Knock.
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Knock.

Knock.

"Are you up? I can see the light is on?”

Why is she hesitating? She should be elated he's home. Swallowing the inexplicable lump in

her throat and telling her gut feeling to shut the hell up she swings the door open.

"I'm here, come in."

He stands on the porch, looking his perfectly normal self. One hand thrust in his

trouser pocket, the other holding what must be flowers, proving she's not only being

ridiculous but a bit of a tit too.

"Happy Valentine's Day," he smiles.

Stepping over the threshold he gives her a kiss on the cheek and hands her the

bouquet. They're Roses. Red. She hates roses. Blake knows this. Should know this. The

uncanny sense of having lived through something before, even though you know you

definitely haven't, wedges itself in her chest.

"Sorry I took so long getting to the door." She should hug him, apologise, but can't
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bring herself to. Instead, she gives him her best smile. “I didn't think you'd be back until

Sunday?" If at all, a little voice in the back of her head whispers.

"Change of plans." He shrugs as he lowers himself into the armchair. Her armchair.

Blake claims the angle of the backrest is uncomfortable for his taller than average frame. He

always sits on the sofa; the grey material is even slightly indigo stained from a pair of his

fancy no-wash jeans.

"I'd better get these in some water," she says, holding the flowers in front of her like

an insufficient barrier.

Returning from the kitchen, the glass vase slips from her grip, slamming onto the

table. Water droplets scattering the surface.

"Sorry." She mumbles, trying to cover how flustered she is while mopping the water

up with her sleeve. She's realised why this feels familiar. She hasn't lived through this but

Lucy in the book has. Lucy in the book who loves roses. Acid rains over her, making her skin

fizzle. She knows what Blake will say before he says it.

"Could you grab me a beer, baby?"
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Out of the corner of her eye she can see the notification light on her phone flashing.

"Sure." As casually as possible she picks her mobile up off of the table. 'Baby'? He

never calls her 'baby'. It's immature and derogatory. And he doesn't drink beer.

"I'll just be a minute, you put your feet up." Turning to leave the room she hopes he

doesn't detect the tremor in her voice.

She doesn't need to unlock her phone or read the message to know what it says. Casting her

mind back to the book on the floor in the living room is enough. When she read the printed

words, it had been with titillating delight over things to come. Now the knowledge is leaden

ants crawling in her stomach.

"At hotel. Flight delayed. Will call tomorrow. I'm sorry. I love you.
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This is a love letter.

I thought I’d go ahead and tell you that right off the top, just in case my pattern repeated and I

started driving this train off its track. We’ve both always been the types to dance around the

rosebush. Sometimes, I wish we had found it in us to be a little more straight-and-go, a little

more arrow path. Do you remember when I first learned to shoot a bow? The soft field of my

inner forearm erupted red and hot with string slap & the arc of skin between my thumb and

pointer finger pinched and bled. It was one of the first times I truly understood that to learn is to

undo—to break down, to hurt—as much as it is to build up. I felt powerful, though. There’s

something about the way you hold yourself when drawing back an arrow—a kind of potential

energy coiling in your arms, shoulders, back. I felt your posture deep within me then. You had

molded me into shape.

I’ve derailed this, haven’t I? See, I knew I would. That’s why I anchored us at the top, so we

could spool ourselves back like a skein of yarn. Do you remember when I used to braid your hair

with that muddy brown thread my mom got from the Michaels bargain bin? Starting with the

three-strand little girls learn on playgrounds and spiraling up the staircase. French, waterfall,

button. My fingers got sure as the yarn ran short. I can still see you, did you know that? Young

and wild as you were, before age could first dig its fingers into you. Youth makes us slippery,

doesn’t it? It gives you a five-second head start.

Oh, dear. There I’ve gone again. You think this is funny, don’t you? Me, sitting here, fingers cold

from November, chasing myself in circles. My sweetest, my loveliest. I do remember now: this is

a love letter. But there have been so many of those, so many words woven in Saint Valentine’s

tapestry. What could I give you that those before me have not already spilled out? What could I

say that you have not already read in the spine-broken book of my face?

Kathleen Walker
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Piggy Bank Heart

If I wiggle at just the right angle

you can hear the rattle of coins

in that leopard print piggy bank

I call a heart.

The doctors were confused,

they couldn’t believe the scans.

I stared at the prints and felt

that little piggie snort in delight.

It all made perfect sense really,

why I am the way I am.

Instead of flesh that beats out of love,

there’s a greedy animal hungry for more—

always more.

The tiny piglet thunders under my ribs,

huffing and puffing at any mere mention

of doing anything without compensation;

kind gestures don’t pay the bills.

Bartering and exchanging, haggling and bargaining,

you scratch my back, I’ll scratch yours,

people fall away slowly then all at once.

Love is not an exchange, but a robbery.

The beast has grown large and strong,

bursting at the seams with what he was owed.

But there comes a time,

preferably with a hammer in hand,

when the piggy bank must be broken.

Katie Cosette
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Trying to Shine Again

I gazed at the midnight draped sky, wishing on shooting stars and holding on to my innocence.

When he said, It’s over, fall arrived, and I fell from the sky, unsure of who I was and who I

wanted to become. I cried snowflakes, and I took Robert Frost’s advice, hiking along the road

not taken. When the snow cleared, my heart unlocked, sprouting yellow daffodils and daisies. I

watered, sang, and sunshine entered my seas of hazel. When the nights grew warmer, I gazed at

the midnight draped sky again, outlining my growth in the constellations above. And when we

stared up at the sky together, you pointed at a star shining brighter than the rest, and you said,

Hey, that’s you.

Kelly Esparza
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Siren Song

We could be as freeing & loving as doves,

But instead, I’m a siren in love.

I sing your praises,

Draw you into my world,

But the song I sing is not of death.

I choose not to kill like a black widow;

I aim to love.

Maybe I could be your Aphrodite

& you could be my lover.

Maybe I could be the artist

& you could be my muse.

I pine for you,

Writing poetry in the sky

Through constellations & shooting stars.

I hope the three Fates are kind to you

Because I refuse to let you go.

It’s like Zeus struck my heart

With a lightning bolt,

& in my reflection, all I see are

Red hearts in my eyes.

& maybe just maybe

I’m like Dionysus,

But unlike him, I don’t get

Drunk from wine,

Only your love.

Kelly Esparza
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Lavender Shortbread for February

For a light and buoyant heart, cream

the sweet butter, the granulated sugar.

Cream to a pale honey hue, a ground storm

frenzy of pale afternoon light through a frosted

glass window. Spatter granules of sugar

on the cold marble of midwinter, sweet bits

on the tongue.  With sharp blade, mince

the ice burst of mint, culinary lavender,

the bite of lemon zest. With a mortar

and pestle, blend.  Enfold the taste of summer

in the bleak landscape of winter:  flour,

cornstarch and salt, the dry dusted streets

of storm remnants:  road salt, iced trails

and dust. Bake until the edges have browned

in a warm oven.  In the blurry memories at the edge

of long sun shadow and blooming garden.

Kersten Christianson
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Sacrament

In the taxonomy of my body

your tender skin

is magnolia

language in silk

sailboat in motion.

In this space/time/secret of ours,

I meet your gaze, my spring

without the theatricality.

my red incarnate poem

submerges in the sweet smoothness of the stem.

Sacrament in paroxytone

your verb in my seas

as today

forever

the first time.

Lavínia Vianini
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what I think about when I think about you 

The unspoken profanities 

Promises on lips shut

The heresy contained in the intertwining of fingers 

The purple light that comes under the window at dusk 

Bodies are their own language 

Prose receptacles 

that I annihilate in poetry 

I think about language like I think about love 

So latent, it's almost palpable 

I write you because I see you in verses 

Confusing semantics that reveal glimpses of secrets 

Unexpected visits in dreams 

The twinkling of coffee cups

drank over a welcoming silence 

Plans unfolded in a spiral 

Of moments that I keep inside a 

  pendant 

love in metric 

reencounter in tears 

catharsis in verse.

Lavínia Vianini
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Bleeding Magic

-- After “Jamais Vu” by BTS

Tell her she’s pretty. An unseen beauty and she’ll give

a smile that barely reaches those raven eyes, ones that say “tell me

another lie darling.” A

habit, a curse, cast upon a heart that blocks every remedy

from curing it of the permanent heartache that

has left behind stitches made of cactus needles, her will

too stubborn to let anyone else make

a move to help stop the bleeding while she sings “my

oh my.” Instead, tell her that she reminds you of the stars at 3AM and watch that heart,

that poor, broken, foolish heart, skip a beat

and venture into your palms, forgetting all about heartache and protections charms again.

Lindsay Stenico
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Merry Go Round

I open my mouth,

prepared to rid myself of your essence,

of your mere existence,

but your name flies out from between my lips

like a long-lost lullaby.

Surrounded by hazy neon lights and thick fog, with music

that pierces our skulls and rumbles within us,

I’m inhaling you back in like there’s no tomorrow,

getting drunk off of your kisses that glisten on my skin

as we play our childish game on the merry go round once again.

In the morning when I’m forced to open the window,

the spot where you slept had long since lost its warmth

but your scent has soaked the sheets and burns my nose.

Gulping fresh air in-between clouds of smoke

from a pack I swore to throw out,

I’ll wonder how someone so toxic,

tastes so damn sweet.

Lindsay Stenico
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KISS ME LIKE CARY GRANT

Kiss me like Cary Grant

or maybe Humphrey Bogart

with that sharp jetting jaw

and long demanding stare,

just looking at you, kid,

because the music swells

as we connect one more time.

I’ll be your Deborah Kerr

swept up on the beach

or a remarkable Audrey

realizing selfish folly

while overwhelmed by the rain.

Whether in black and white

or early technicolor,

I want the brilliant overture

to hint at the ending.

Give me a wounded smirk

like a boyish James Dean,

and I’ll question you with eyes,

Natalie Wood wide eyes,

making you feel seen.

And while our sinful dance

maybe more than figurative,

I hope it will have the rhythm

of Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire.

We’ll fall in love in seconds

because an unknown pull

keeps us side by side.

Lyndsie Conklin
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HE LOVES ME A LITTLE

He loves me a little

while holding my hand

while we sit on the couch.

He will glance over,

reminding me of minuscule

memories of younger years.

We dipped out sandaled feet

into a mountain stream

cutting through our campus,

we held each other

and laughed ridiculously

at the little worlds

we’d jokingly create.

Years have crushed

under our naked feet,

our sandals sat at the door,

and we sit, tangled

on our lumpy couch

hands intertwined,

laughing at our old jokes,

and he reminds me

he loves me a little.

Lyndsie Conklin
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A Clarification

In that poem I sent you—

back when we were still trying to be friends—

I said I thought we might crash.

I didn’t mean to sound like you were driving badly;

it was just a scary road.

Matt Rogers
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Story in which two people fall in love and are nice to each other

Perhaps they meet in their college dorm

through an extroverted mutual friend.

Maybe they watch movies together

about horses and murder and

killing cattle more humanely.

Perhaps they take statistics and

American politics and

walk together after class.

Maybe they stay just friends for a time,

a long time even, but circumstances change,

feelings rearrange themselves.

(which isn’t so improbable, I suppose,

for it seems to me that the hard part

was finding our way together,

not falling in love)

So they rank pizza together,

watch more movies,

and take up avian photography—

all the while dreaming of

a home that is together.

And as they wait for ever after,
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there is now, with trains and

freeways in-between.

And a poem for a love story,

all the white space stretching

out and beyond.

Matt Rogers
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He is art, too

he came to an art museum with me

he posed like the sculptures when i asked him to

he thought the projectors in the LUME exhibit were cool

he told me about light and how it works,

he spun me around in the exhibit, the light and paintings moving with us to the music

he is art, too, and i could look at him all day

he made up a story for a painting when i asked him to

he let me take his picture, and for that, i am grateful

i reached out to hold his hand, to follow along with him

i pointed out facial expressions in the art, he mimicked them

he is art, too, and i could look at him all day, and i know people say that, the romantics will say

that “she thought it was pretty, but i thought she was prettier,” and normally i’d roll my eyes, but

that’s only because i’ve never really seen someone like that before, and now i do, and

he is art, too, and i could look at him all day

he held my hand on a walk outside

he invited me to loop my arm into his, wished he was wearing a fancy suit and hat and that i had

on a dress, and i told him he would need a cane and i would need a fan

he told me he felt comfortable with me

he stood on a partially blocked off bridge at the end of our walk

i stood on tip-toes, attempting to keep the sun out of his eyes, but i should’ve kissed him instead

he sang in Spanish to “La Bamba” and danced in his car before we left

i sang The Beach Boys and he laughed at me, i like his laugh, i like making him laugh with me

he told me about his hometown, the suburbs of Chicago, how he wants to have water in his

backyard one day because he grew up going to the lake house and he loves it

he is art, too, and i could look at him all day

i told him i think he’s always been worth it, that he’s someone people should write about

he told me he wrote about me too

i thought i’d cry

he is art, too, and i could look at him all day

Megan Dettmer
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Half-dying orchid

He gave me an orchid for Valentine’s Day.

It’s starting to become droopy,

with faded green leaves

and a few loose petals.

I’m afraid that if I touch them,

they’ll fall off.

Even when all I want

and all I intend is to fix it,

I’m afraid if I try,

the orchid will fall apart

and die.

Megan Dettmer
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It’s Valentine’s Day

i fill the silence of my garden

with the cadence of your thoughts,

i water the weeds of yearning,

and gaze at the lone rose bush,

bereft of a single blossom,

mirroring the hilarity of my aloneness,

on a day, when lovers throng

the flower shops to present

the choicest nectar to their beloved.

i fill the emptiness of my room,

with the susurration of my words,

lavender confetti swirling down

on white parchment,

the knots of my curly alphabet,

mimicking the ache in my heart,

as I envision lovers whispering

sweet nothings over candle-lit dinners,

raising a toast to their effervescent hearts.

and as I stare out the window,

the crowd shifts and shrinks,

revealing your face,

i sip into the moment thirstily,

surrendering to my daydream,

it’s only Valentine’s day.

Moonmoon Chowdhury
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A Swan’s Death

I was a swan

In a chilling lake,

‘Till Spring found me

And showed me something else.

At first, I thought it dreamy;

The green grass, the Sun’s rays—

But then it took me to a place

And showed me something I call— Greater Pain.

And I call it greater

For I have seen:

Freezing winters and much more vile things.

But what Spring showed me

Felt more than grief;

It was more than hurt,

Ghastly enough— to turn shattered glass to unseen dust.

It showed me beaming meadows,

At first,

Blooming flowers and the warmest–

Hearth;

But then it showed me my reflection–

On,

The gleaming waters of my own–

Pond.

And that’s when I learnt of a swan’s death,

A death to not having– Spring’s flawless breath.

Nils
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The Coolers

My wife and I have a history

of witnessing first date catastrophes.

It happened several times now,

that one or two tables next

to us in a restaurant or bar,

a boy or girl talked them-

selves into trouble.

The first time was at the

now defunct Henry’s Bar

and Griddle in Hannover.

The couple ordered food

for at least 6 people, but

maybe this wasn’t really

a catastrophe, because

both dug in with enthusiasm.

And don’t forget: the way to

the heart goes through

the stomach.

The second time was at

the Cup & Cino Coffee House

in our hometown, a place,

where your food gets carried

past you at least three times

before it finds your table.

He talked and talked and

talked (and talked and

talked) about what seemed

to be his favourite topic:

himself. She couldn’t get

a word in sideways.

Yesterday probably saw

the lowlight, when right

in the middle of conversation,

he suddenly stopped and

asked her: “Sorry, what

was your name again?”

(I wish, I was making this up).

Seems to me, we are

a bit like William H. Macy

(who should get mentioned more

in poetry) in that movie
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with Alec Baldwin, where

he, just by his presence,

takes the luck off the gamblers

in a Las Vegas Casino.

So, before you go on

your next date, drop us

a line, send us a voucher

for a different restaurant,

buy us tickets for the

cinema, just make sure

that we don’t show up.

Still, good luck to

the two of you.

Oliver Kleyer
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Lines

I think you notice the lovers more when you’re alone and not in love

Than you do when you’re not in love anymore but not alone yet either

Then you notice the ones who are alone more and moreover wish you were one of them

But I think you suffer less when you’re alone and not in love

Watching the lovers kissing inside the double bows of their embraces

Than you do when you’re in the double bow of an embrace you want to undo

But let me ask you this are you alone here and I’m only asking because

I’m not in love myself and I happened to notice you sitting here watching

Those lovers kissing on the bench over there because I was watching them too

And I don’t think they care we’re watching in fact I doubt they’re even aware

I mean if I were the one kissing the one I’m in love with here on a bench

I wouldn’t notice us sitting there talking and watching us kissing would you?

Paul Hostovsky
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Okay!

I’m an English major, okay?

So when you say okay and that’s all you say

in reply to my much longer

email about you and me and what happened

on Valentine’s Day,

I don’t know how to read your okay, okay?

I mean I’m scanning the “y” and the “a” for some kind of

meaning lurking in the choice to spell okay

okay instead of ok or o.k.

or OK or O.K., as though

you might be spelling something out for me here,

and then there’s that exclamation point

which follows your okay and probably doesn’t

warrant the kind of assiduous exegesis

I’ve already performed on it in my head,

analyzing it for voice and tone and register

and volume and pitch and number

because because because

because of the wonderful things we’ve done

together in all kinds of weather and places and positions

and durations and voices and volumes,

and although I know that isn’t the point

of your exclamation point, it’s all I have to work with here

outside of your okay

and everything your okay isn’t saying,

which is what it’s leaving out,

which I know from having read one or two

hundred thousand poems in my lifetime

is just as important as what’s left in,

but what I want to know is

okay where does that leave us?

Paul Hostovsky
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First - Ramona Gore

"Okay, okay," the birthday girl managed to say between fits of laughter. "It's Shawn's turn."

The boy smirked daringly, scanning the gathering that had formed a circle around him. He took

a swig of his drink and fixed his gaze on one person in particular. “Truth or dare, Lee.”

The group ‘oohed’ in excitement, but Lee only sighed. “I still don’t understand why I have to play

this game.”

“Because it’s fun, Lee,” the girl sitting next to him said with an easy smile. She laced their fingers

together, giving his hand a subtle squeeze. He melted at the gesture.

“Okay, love birds,” Shawn jeered, ruining the moment. “Stop being gross for a second and

answer the question.”

Lee huffed, brow furrowed. “Fine. Truth.”

“Hm,” he stroked his chin as if he was actually pondering it, “because I’m such a nice person I’ll

go easy on you. Who was your first kiss?”

A boy in an oversized blue hoodie scoffed. “Obviously it was Nina.”

The girl holding Lee’s hand blushed at the attention being drawn to her.

“Ah ah ah,” Shawn mockingly waved a finger. “It’s not your turn. Lee?”

“It was a girl I met at a church picnic and she kissed me after spending the day together. I was

eleven years old.”

“Called it! Pay up!” Shawn exclaimed.

People groaned and slipped bills from their wallets or pockets and handed them over. Shawn

cheerfully counted his money, whistling a jaunty tune.
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Meanwhile, Nina’s stomach had dropped at his words and she suddenly felt a sense of disquiet.

She never thought to question him about his romantic history, content to take everything at face

value. All this time she had believed that she occupied that special place in his heart. That she

had left a mark on him that could never be undone.

Nina stood up abruptly, awkwardly towering over everyone else. “Anyone want a drink? No?

Great.”

She dashed up the basement stairs before anyone could actually tell her what they wanted. Nina

made her way to the kitchen, oblivious to the rest of the home. She turned on the sink’s faucet

and splashed water in her face. Her heart was beating like crazy and she had to grip the edge of

the counter to steady herself.

“God, what is wrong with me,” she muttered.

“Nina?” a familiar voice said.

She spun around and found herself staring at Lee who stood in the kitchen entryway,

uncertainty lining his body. He clasped and unclasped his hands while his eyes looked slightly to

her left.

“I understand you are upset, but I don’t know why or what to do to fix it.”

Nina ran a hand through her hair and exhaled. “It’s stupid, Lee. You don’t have to worry about

it.”

Lee hesitantly stepped further into the kitchen and placed a hand on her shoulder, watching for

her reaction. When she made no move to dissuade him, his body relaxed, confident that he had

acted appropriately.

“It is not stupid if it distresses you.”
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His face was so earnest, and he was trying so hard to be a good boyfriend right now, that the

answer burst out of her. “I thought since I was your first girlfriend that I—well, you know what

they say when you assume.”

“Ah, yes, that old idiom about making a fool out of yourself and others. But that still doesn’t

explain what you are upset about.”

“I’m jealous that I wasn’t your first kiss,” she mumbled, half hoping he wouldn't hear it.

Lee blinked in bewilderment. “Why?”

“It’s just, you never forget your first kiss and—I don’t know,” Nina sighed. “It’s stupid.”

She couldn’t seem to finish a thought today. She was too terrified of making herself vulnerable,

of opening herself up to him only to be chided for being childish or irrational.

Finally, after what seemed like an eternity, he spoke in a measured tone, “I also get jealous. I am

not like the other guys you have dated and I often fear I am not enough.”

“No, no, no!” she protested, grabbing his shirt and wrinkling it. “You’re the best thing that’s ever

happened to me. I love you.”

As soon as the words left her mouth, her eyes widened realizing the weight of what she just said.

Before she could backpedal because it was too soon—!

Lee tenderly cupped her face. “You are it for me. You are the one.”

Nina gasped, blown away by his words. She honestly hadn’t expected him to reciprocate and

knew how big of a step this was for him. She leaned up on her tiptoes, giving him a chaste kiss.

As she drew back, he tugged her closer and deepened the kiss, turning her into mush. Nina gave

a pleased hum, hands sliding up his chest to wrap around his neck. His hands slid down to her

waist and gave a small squeeze. Lee broke away with his face flushed.
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“Want to ditch this party and go watch Doctor Who?” She smiled coyly.

“You’ve never wanted to watch Doctor Who before.”

“Well, I know how much you like it, so I thought I would give it a try.”

He stared at her with amazed eyes. “I love you.”
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The Bestest Valentine - Ray A. Price
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There's Always More Winters, Until There Isn't

Numb fingers practice touching death.

Dropped mittens predictable

as a dying signature on a will

with no one left to leave anything,

and only winter holds your hand,

bends it into shapes

worthy of a grotesque shadow

dancing on a wall

alone in a bedroom,

only for warmth to eventually return

like a hangover lover,

stinking of a stranger's breath-

everyone deathly afraid of the cold

becoming worse each year.

Richard LeDue
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Far Away, Right Here

I have climbed too many mountains

that never existed,

suffered from imaginary frostbite

on the hottest summer nights,

fallen to more deaths than I can count,

and if this is some sort of afterlife,

we snore too much,

while god no louder than a fly

outwitted by a living room

picture window, and the fresh air

stinks of the loneliest hell.

Richard LeDue
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TIME TO MOVE ON

Caught off-guard at what

They've done to you again

Your eyes turn red, face is pale

With shock, you think you’re acting

Like a fool, you don’t know

What to do, how could they treat you so?

Through all the trials and tribulations

You never doubted the love was true

And they’ve gone

And blown your world apart

The next move is yours but

You're scared there’s change in the air

You want a new life, do you dare?

Slowly outside babble filters back

Into your befuddled brain

Unblocked ears transmit the chatter

Of energised people all around you

Say yes you moron it’s about time

One of yous popped the question

Most sublime

SOUM
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Saudade

i.

Break my heart just to sew it back together. Lace my dreams with serenades. Who am I to write

poetry about the poetry of this?

ii.

I have never written a good poem. How do you describe the feeling of watching someone fall off

a swing set? Of kissing their skinned knees? Of waking up to a heartbeat that is not yours? Of

knowing it so well you've forgotten you have one of your own?

iii.

A phantom lightness my broken voice could never whisper. A color my brain could never

capture. A spider my eyelids could never pretend into erasure. It haunts me. Dances in my

intestines. Destined always to be a nausea, always to be an almost losing you, always to be a

don't open your mouth too wide or it might get out.

Stephanie Holden
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pain, inevitable

there is no force so undeniable as the gravitational pull of your dilating pupils

that stranglehold on the rhythmic heave of

my beating heart

I turn away and drown in a sea of pine needles and

try to disappear into watercolor skies

you would rather tear me limb from limb

cry me rivers of blood

than let me go, just for a moment

the wet dirt smells like your shampoo

and my heart slows to a blinking stop

and I'm not sure why but the inside of my mouth tastes like iron

pull me back in and don't let me go, even for a moment

feel the comfortable hurt of

your bruised hands

if the magnet of you had its way we would always be centimeters apart

if the magic of you had its way we would always be centimeters apart

Stephanie Holden
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Valentine Friends - Zary Fekete

I picked up Suzie on Friday night. If you knew where to look 1
st

Avenue Danceteria had a series

of get-in-free coupons that they distributed to music-friendly outlets throughout the Twin Cities.

If you had a coupon then you could get into the Friday night dance party.

Think of a band or a singer from the past…they have probably performed at 1
st

Avenue. Prince,

Husker Du, Fiona Apple, Ween, Morcheeba, Moby. They have all been there. In fact, it was a

right of passage for music groups to pass through 1
st

Avenue on their way toward higher and

greater adulation.

But Friday nights were different. The stage was empty. The curtain was drawn. The dance floor

was the only attraction. A DJ high up above somewhere played an endless loop of house music.

People who came to 1
st

Avenue on Friday nights were there for only once reason…they wanted to

dance.

Suzie and I had been coming to these Friday nights for the past three months. We had separate

jobs and nothing in our normal days connected us other than these moments on the weekend.

Suzie and I were not romantically involved. We were just friends. And it happened to be

Valentine’s Day.

Suzie and I made our way toward the dance floor. Neither of us drank. We ignored the bar and

the moment we reached the dance floor we began to spin.

For the first hour the only thing I felt was the swirl of rhythmic lights and the beat of the drums.

The dance floor was a safe space where Suzie and I circled each other, occasionally touching

hands, and then whirling off into distant corners.

It must have been around midnight that the guy approached Suzie. She noticed him too. Before

he could get too close she smiled and closed her eyes, as though enjoying a high note in the song,

and reached out to touch my hand. The other guy went away.

Suzie did a couple more turns as the music swelled. Then she leaned in and said, “Thank you.” It

was at that moment I realized what had happened.
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can you see the black hut behind the snowy white mountains

did you know that theres a black hut behind the snowy white mountains

standing in the hibernal cold

a spot of love in the dead landscape

i built it with my own two hands

nail by nail, plank by plank

and painted it  my shade of love

it stands, rickety, in the pale wind

battered, belaboured, by the boreal cold

but it is very warm inside

lighted by the eternal hearth

and would take more than freezing gales to undo this hut i built

and every time i look into it

i just wish you knew it existed

i just wish that you could see past the snowy white mountains

i just wish you had built the same for me

can you see the black hut behind the snowy white mountains?

the one i built with my own two hands

and painted stygian- my shade of love

and for which, i did for you

please look at me

when’s it going to be the time

for you to look at it

Zhang Junjian
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Contributors

Adriana Mucea - No Valentine, The L word

Instagram: @adrianamucea_author

Adriana Mucea is a poet and a teacher who lives in Sydney, Australia. Her blackout poetry was

published in 'Whatever’s Left: A Blackout Poetry Zine' by Coin-Operated Press in 2022. When

she is not writing, Adriana enjoys reading short prose and people's poems.

Aislinn Feldberg - Daylight Dreams

@oddityplayground

Aislinn Feldberg is a writer and visual artist from Queens, New York. She enjoys experimenting

and creating art with a dark, bizarre flair in order to develop awareness of social issues,

including reproductive rights/ women's rights. Her work interweaves with prior dreams and

demonstrates conflicting natures of human nature or of materials (flowing delicacy or brutal

strokes). You can find her on Wrongdoing Mag, Fictional Cafe or her website,

www.oddityplayground.com.

Daithí Kearney - Colour of Life, Don’t Forget

Twitter: @dceol

Daithí Kearney is an Irish poet and musician. From Co. Kerry, he now lives and lectures in Co.

Louth on the east coast. His poetry is inspired by his surroundings and his young family. His

poems have been recently published in Paddler Press, Patchwork Folklore Journal, Bubble

Magazine, Toil and Trouble, and Martello.

Dylan Willoughby - Beeswarm/Your Love

Instagram: @lostinstarsmusic

Dylan Willoughby has poetry forthcoming in Conduit, Agenda, South Dakota Review, Seventh

Quarry, Exacting Clam, Ballast, Brimstone & Venus, and Sixpence.

FRANK NJUGI - MANIFESTATIONS FOR A FUTURE SERENADE

@satellitelove_

Frank Njugi (He/Him) is a twenty three year old writer and poet living in Nairobi ,Kenya. He

currently serves as a poetry editor for Writers space Africa , a reader for Salamander Ink

Magazine and his work has appeared or is forthcoming on platforms such as Kikwetu Journal ,

20.35 Africa , Kalahari Review , Olney Magazine , Ibua Journal and others. He tweets as

@franknjugi.

Gabe Jacobs - A Heart Submerged

Twitter: @lemonpoetry

Gabe is a poet from Texas. He is the author of Cougars, Cars, Monsters and Scars and the sole

contributer to lemonpoetry.com.
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Haley Bossé - Koumpounophobia, When the Universe Was Real

Twitter: @talkinghyphae

Haley Bossé is a queer, non-binary poet and educator who emerged slowly from the dripping

lichen of the Pacific Northwest. Some of their poems have found homes in the Nimrod

International Journal and Blue Daisies Journal, while others continue to haunt the countryside.

If you listen closely, you can hear them crooning.

Ivana Tubić - Love Is Home

Instagram: @poemsbyivana

Ivana Tubić is a 27-year-old poet born and raised in Belgrade, Serbia, and poetry is one of her

passions. In her work she loves exploring the feelings of nostalgia, human connections, life in

the digital age, and in general, putting everything that hasn't been said into poems. Besides

writing, she enjoys pop music, watching commentary videos on YouTube and keeping up with

pop culture.

Jamey Boelhower - I See

Jamey Boelhower is a poet and independent author with numerous published works. Not only is

Jamey a prolific writer but also he has been an educator for over 20 years. Although his focus is

on poetry, Jamey has also made a name for himself with his compelling blogs and popular

fictional novel Under the Lights. Jamey's most recent works include April 2020: A Poetic Time

Capsule of Writing and Living During a Pandemic, These Words Believe in Ghosts, and Father

and Son: Words Apart, among many others. Throughout his career, Jamey has delved into a

variety of topics, including family, heartache, and the mysteries of life. He is well-known for

challenging the readers' perspectives and inspiring them to see things in a deeper way.

Jennica Jenkins - A Rift of Ink

Jennica is a budding writer living in the frozen north of Sweden. If she's not roaming the woods

for inspiration you'll probably find her at home with a cup (bucket) of tea, her trusted Spaniel by

her side.

Kathleen Walker - This is a love letter.

Kathleen Walker lives in the foothills of South Carolina, where she writes in the company of her

two cats, Athusia and Beor. She recently completed her undergraduate degree in creative writing

from Virginia Tech, where she was awarded the 2021 Giovanni-Steger Poetry Prize. Her work is

upcoming in Cutbank and has previously appeared in Susurrus and Silhouette Magazine.

Katie Cossette - Piggy Bank Heart

Katie Cossette (she/her) is a Montreal based writer pursuing her English Literature degree at

Concordia University. Her work has been featured in DED Poetry, Lantern Magazine, Metatron

Press' MicroMeta series, and elsewhere. She also has work forthcoming in Toil and Trouble,

Dollar Store Mag, and DarkWinter Lit. Along with being co-founder/co-editor of Crab Apple
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Literary, she works as an editor for Literature Undergraduate Colloquium at Concorida (LUCC).

You can find her on Instagram (nerd.i.am) and Twitter (cossette_katie).

Kelly Esparza - Trying to Shine Again, Siren Song

Kelly Esparza is an editor and writer who holds BAs in English and Creative Writing from the

University of Arizona. She is represented by Lucy Hamilburg at The Hamilburg Agency, and her

debut YA mystery is on submission to editors. Her writing has been published in various literary

journals and anthologies. To find out more, visit her site: kellyesparza.wordpress.com and follow

her on Twitter: @Kelly_Esparza7.

Kersten Christianson - Lavender Shortbread for February

Alaskan Poet, Moon Gazer, Raven Watcher, Northern Trekker, Teacher. Kersten Christianson

derives inspiration from wild, wanderings, and road trips. Kersten is the poetry editor of Alaska

Women Speak. She has authored Curating the House of Nostalgia (Sheila-Na-Gig, 2020), What

Caught Raven’s Eye (Petroglyph Press, 2018), and Something Yet to Be Named (Kelsay Books,

2017). Kersten lives with her daughter in Sitka, Alaska and enjoys road trips, bookstores, and

smooth ink pens.

Lavínia Vianini - Sacrament, what I think about when I think about you

Lavínia is a 25 year-old poet, translator and teacher. With a Bachelor's degree in

English/Portuguese, her Academic research focused on poetry written by women, which later

allowed her to be offered a scholarship in Comparative Literature.

Lindsay Stenico - Bleeding Magic, Merry Go Round

Lindsay Stenico is a poet, dreamer, and author from Western Massachusetts who is working

towards an MFA in Popular Fiction Writing and Publishing at Emerson College. Her writing has

appeared in Moss Puppy Magazine, Ink Drinkers Magazine, and more. She can be found at

www.lindsaystenicoauthor.wordpress.com

Lyndsie Conklin - Kiss Me Like Cary Grant, He Loves Me A Little

Lyndsie Conklin (she/her) is a Montanan transplanted to Colorado, living with her husband and

cat, Beans. She enjoys getting outside, being a cat mom, breakfast foods, Diet Coke, oversharing

Type 1 Diabetic memes, and writing poetry and erotica. Lyndsie attempts to find romance,

beauty, and darkness hidden within the little things while highlighting these little, gross beauties

within complex, current topics, such as mental health and LGBTQ+ and women’s issues.

Lyndsie holds a Bachelor of Arts in English from Western Colorado University and a Masters of

Education in Higher Education Administration from Post University. Some of her work has been

featured in Soupcan Magazine, The Sleeve Magazine, Pile Press, and Dreamer by Night

Magazine.
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Matt Rogers - A Clarification, Story in which two people fall in love and are nice to each

other

Matt Rogers is a writer and waterfowl enthusiast from Long Beach, California. You are most

likely to find him at a park or at home with his dog, Teddy. His poetry and photography has

appeared in Humana Obscura, Great Lakes Review, and Duck Duck Mongoose and he writes

about birds on Medium (medium.com/@mattrogerslb). He recently spotted a red-breasted

merganser for the first time.

Megan Dettmer - He is art, too; Half-dying orchid

Megan Dettmer is a poet and fiction writer from Ossian, Indiana. She is a Purdue graduate with

a degree in English Literature and Creative Writing. When she isn't reading or writing, she

enjoys consuming large quantities of coffee, tending to her plants, and embroidering.

Moonmoon Chowdhury - It’s Valentine’s Day

Moonmoon Chowdhury is a poet and writer. Her work has been previously published or is

forthcoming in Borderless journal, Tell Me Your Story, A second cup of tea by The Hive

Publishers, The Pine Cone Review, Sylvia magazine, Sonic Boom Magazine, Amethyst Review,

and elsewhere. She is currently based in Amsterdam.

Nils - A Swan's Death

Nils is a 13-year-old writer from Dhaka, Bangladesh who takes a great deal of interest in writing.

Her favourite writing style is songwriting and poetry, and she has been awarded a few times in

those categories in local competitions. She loves waking up at 3 am to light a candle and write on

old-style parchment with a fountain pen as her cat lies purring beside her.

Oliver Kleyer - The Coolers

Oliver Kleyer is a Second Language Teacher and poet from Northern Germany. He writes in

German and English. His poems have appeared in Wortwahl, The Creative Zine, Trash to

Treasure, One Sentence Poems and elsewhere. When not teaching or writing, he can be found on

state fairs, improving his Skee Ball skills.

Paul Hostovsky - Lines, Okay!

Paul Hostovsky's latest book of poems is MOSTLY (FutureCycle Press, 2021). Website:

paulhostovsky.com

Ramona Gore - First
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Ramona Gore was born in Iowa and has lived in Virginia, New York, and Arizona. Around

middle school, she started writing on a regular basis and posting her work on websites like

Wattpad. She is currently a Cinema and History major at Binghamton University, minoring in

Asian and Asian American Studies.

Ray A Price - The Bestest Valentine’s Gift!

Ray A Price is an author of children’s books, short stories, and comics. Ray started his interest

with children’s stories when he used to read to his daughters elementary classes as a guest

parent speaker. After many visits to her classes and dozens of cookies donated in each visit, his

little girl gave him the idea to write his own children’s book. With that in mind, Ray sat down

and began writing with his heart to create a story dedicated to her. Build with Bricks was Ray’s

first self published children story in 2020. You can find Ray on Twitter @RaymondAPrice

Richard LeDue - There's Always More Winters, Until There Isn't; Far Away, Right Here

Richard LeDue (he/him) lives in Norway House, Manitoba, Canada. He has been published both

online and in print. He is the author of eight books of poetry. His latest book, “Secondhand

Salvation,” is forthcoming from Alien Buddha Press in February 2023.

SOUM - Time To Move On

SOUM (Screams of Unfettered Minds) is a collaboration of three Pasifika women from New

Zealand, who prefer their art and poetry to speak for them. This newly-formed trio describe

their style as raw, unpolished, tongue-in-cheek, unapologetic, unfiltered, born from years of

shadow-work and presented straight from the heart. They champion mental awareness and

social issues and gain inspiration from the struggles of everyday people; the darker aspects of

their physical, mental and spiritual battles.

Stephanie Holden - Saudade; pain, inevitable

Stephanie Holden (she/they) is a Halloween-loving queer living in New Orleans, Louisiana. She

writes about love, trauma, gore, and the self. Her interests are fantasy books, body modification,

and the South. Find her work at or forthcoming in Cloves, Voidspace, The B’K, Bullshit Lit, Soft

Star Magazine, Martello Journal, Karma Comes Before, Poetry as Promised, Diet Water, Cutbow

Quarterly, Hearth & Coffin, Colossus, and BEST SERVED COLD, or her narcissistic tweets at

@smhxlden.

Zary Fekete - Valentine Friends

Zary Fekete… …has worked as a teacher in Hungary, Moldova, Romania, China, and Cambodia.

…lives and works as a writer in Minnesota. …has been featured in variations publications

including Zoetic Press, Bag of Bones Press, and Mangoprism. …has a debut chapbook of short

stories coming in March 2023 from Alien Buddha Press. …enjoys books, podcasts, and long,

slow films. Twitter: @ZaryFekete
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Zhang Junjian - can you see the black hut behind the snowy white mountains

A 16-year-old boy from Singapore waiting to live his life, Junjian enjoys filling his hours with

everything from Lana Del Rey to Nabokov. Like the romanticist he is, Junjian usually enjoys

expressing yearning and is enraptured by the concept of Love (even though he is unable to find

any).
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Thank you!

Thank you to all of our contributors and readers for helping us keep this lit mag going for a full

year! We truly enjoyed seeing what love and Valentine’s Day means to all of you, and we can’t

wait to see what will happen as we continue to become more involved in the literary community.

We love you all! ♡

Bethany and Emma

Editors

Duck Duck Mongoose Magazine
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